Abstract. This paper suggests how stochastic nonparametric envelopment of data (StoNED) can be extended as an estimator in the metafrontier efficiency analysis. Both convex and non-convex metatechnologies are formed and a semi-nonparametric estimation technique for the corresponding metafrontiers is developed. Remaining consistent with the metafrontier theory, the resulting estimated metafrontiers always envelope the estimated group frontiers.
Introduction
Introduced by Hayami and Ruttan (1970) and operationalized by Battese et al. (2004) as well as O'Donnell et al. (2008) , the metafrontier efficiency analysis has widely been applied in various environments. Within this approach, firms may be classified into different groups, each operating under the same technology. The metatechnology then includes all production possibilities that can in principle be achieved by assuming that the operating environment for firms can be changed.
There are two different ways in which the metatechnology could be defined: convex and non-convex metatechnologies. Whereas the former is the convex hull of all group technologies, the latter is formed as a pure union of the group technologies. The analytical framework necessary for the application of these metatechnologies has been given by O'Donnell et al. (2008) . An updated overview of the metafrontier methodology can be found in Kerstens et al. (2015) . This paper suggests how stochastic nonparametric envelopment of data (StoNED) 1 can be extended as an estimator in the metafrontier efficiency analysis. Both convex 2 and non-convex metatechnologies are formed and a semi-nonparametric estimation technique for the corresponding metafrontiers is developed. Remaining consistent with the metafrontier theory, the resulting estimated metafrontiers always envelope the estimated group frontiers.
StoNED-based approaches require generally solving a series of non-linear problems. A further aim of this paper is to formulate equivalent linear and mixed integer linear programs for the computation of the meta-efficiencies within our approach. This significantly simplifies the implementation of the method.
Preliminaries
We assume that there exist n firms which are partitioned into 
The metatechnology for the group of technologies
whose boundary is referred to as metafrontier. The meta-efficiencies against this metafrontierrepresented in the following by M j eff -can be measured by the output metadistance function
According to (1), irrespective of the properties of sets
The gap between the within-group efficiency and the meta-efficiency is also computed by the
Estimation of within-group efficiencies
Let each group technology g T be represented by a group frontier production function
We assume that these functions ( ) x g f are continuous, monotonic increasing, and concave. As highlighted by Kuosmanen et al. (2015) , this is equivalent to stating that each g T satisfies the classic DEA assumptions of free disposability and convexity. In contrast to SFA, no specific functional form for ( ) x g f is needed.
In each group g ∈G, the observed output Model (2) provides the composite residuals ε g j , which consist of error and inefficiency. Extracting these residuals, one can use, e.g., the method of moments introduced by Aigner et al. (1977) to determine the expected value of ε g j which can be used to shift the estimates of the production function upwards in order to define the production frontier for each group. The conditional expected value of efficiency for each firm, represented by ( )
E u , can also be estimated by the method developed by Jondrow et al. (1982) . The within-group efficiencies g j eff can then be computed as
See, e.g., Kuosmanen (2015) for more details.
Estimation of meta-efficiencies
One may apply the same method in Section 3 on the data set that includes all firms in all groups to estimate the meta-efficiencies. This naive approach -which results only in a convex metatechnology 
This model computes inefficiency residuals ε g j , where
y F y eff y eff eff eff , meaning that the model in (3) determines directly the metatechnology ratio of each firm, i.e.
Having computed the withingroup efficiencies g j eff by the method in Section 3, the meta-efficiencies can then be calculated by
. This implies that we will
Consider the case where the metatechnology is non-convex, i.e. ...
is equivalent now to finding the maximum of ( ) x g F across all groups as follows:
Formula ( eff by the method in Section 3, we can then compute the meta-efficiencies and the metatechnology ratios by means of (5) and the relation ( , )
More on computation of meta-efficiencies
Consider a sign-constrained variant of the QP model in (2) in the sense that objective function is maximized. This implies that the binary procedure here accomplishes the same task as the formula in (5). Hence, the optimal objective function value of (7) 
